Tundra power inverters

Log in or Sign up. Toyota Tundra Forum. Welcome to Tundras. You are currently viewing as a
guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. LED stop lights blowing
fuses, stuck in park Seat Cover preference? Power inverter project Post Reply. Having been
spoiled by the onboard inverter in my Tacoma I decided I would throw one in my Tundra. Parts
ordered sofar: Dash switch:. I wonder if you would be better off having the relay triggered by the
ignition, that way when the trucks off the inverter is off. Barely anything, but something to think
about. Danimal86 , Sep 2, Would it get too hot under the hood? PeakIT likes this. Last edited:
Sep 2, Rolling Biome , Sep 2, Black Wolf , GAknight , timsp8 and 1 other person like this. I got
my wife a power inverter she just plugs into the power outlet in her car. She loves it. She's a
home health nurse and doesn't understand why none of her co works have one. They are a
must have for any road warrior. NewImprovedRon likes this. I used velcro tape to put it under
the rear seat. Ran 8g wire to it from the 80a relay. Relay is triggered by the dash switch. Havent
run any v outlets yet. For now we can just plug in under the back seat pretty easily. Last edited:
Sep 13, Or where the factory jack is. I'd like to add this feature in the future. GiantsFanDan , Sep
14, Do you plan on doing a install write up? I have power tool batteries need to be charged while
I'm sitting in traffic on the way home. This would really help. The Patriot , Sep 18, Rolling Biome
, Sep 19, PeakIT , Sep 19, As someone who has installed thousands of inverters, I highly
discourage locating it under the hood. Install it inside the passenger compartment with room for
air to circulate. Last edited: Sep 19, Shark Bait , Sep 19, Shark Bait - based on your experience,
what are your recommendations for specific inverters including size and wire specs? French
Avocado , Sep 19, Shark Bait likes this. ChiefEngineer , NewImprovedRon , betotundra and 1
other person like this. P-Factor , Sep 19, Shark Bait - thanks for the recommendations. This is
on my list of future mods. P-Factor likes this. No worries. Now to incorporate solar panels.
NewImprovedRon , soobahru and French Avocado like this. Show Ignored Content. Username
or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my
password is: Forgot your password? Log in or Sign up. Toyota Tundra Forum. Welcome to
Tundras. You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a
FREE account. Power inverters? Post Reply. Want to be able to plug my laptop in to charge in
my truck while its on. Anything to lookout for when looking at power inverters? Is there any that
you guys prefer? ToyotaTundraMike , Mar 2, You can do it that way, However for most laptops
you can purchase a 12V adapter to plug into your 12V port. That would be WAY more efficient.
That said, pay attention to the fine print. There is no end of "W" inverters out there that can
provide W until the inverter blows up or your battery fries whichever occurs first. In short don't
assume the more watts the better. You can realistically only pull about W continuous off a
assuming 20Amp lighter port before fuses start blowing. Anything bigger, and you are talking
thick dedicated wiring from the battery and potentially a more powerful alternator. When looking
at inverter specs, ignore the huge text that touts wattage, and look in the fine-print for
continuous wattage. I agree with Bob. Many of those inverters produce really dirty AC as well.
BlueFalconActual , Mar 2, I have a power drive watt inverter. Plugs in the 12v in the center
console. It has been in the truck since day one. It's always on and my Samsung charger is
plugged in at all times. I also plug in my laptop charger at times or a dewalt 20v battery charger.
I picked it up at a truck stop for 20 dollars. It's always in center console and I've never had any
heat issues with it. It's handy to have on the road and it's worked for me. I'm sure there are
better options but this is what I've got for now. Last edited: Mar 2, Some guy did a good
OE-looking install of an inverter a while ago on one of the forums, but the info was vague. I
know toyota actually put OE inverters in the Sienna, and they actually make a plug that you can
buy. It looks like it would mount in one of our switch spots with a little modification, hooking it
up is just the biggest question. I wouldnt want it to be on all the time, only when truck is
running. I wanted it because the wife was pumping for our daughter in the truck all the time, and
I hate the shitty converter we got at walmart. My gmc had one in the dash and it was slick, but
that was the only thing good about that truck Schumacher all the way. Ryan Mc. Fine print is
important. Makes all the difference. Huge contract, nation wide. Littleton facility engineers
install massive circuit breakers on very large buildings and other things , quite frankly anything
that requires up to 20, amps or more. Tomorrow we are calibrating their circuit breaker testers.
A 10, amp and a 16, amp circuit breaker tester. Obviously the potential "load" is way beyond the
inverter you are talking about here, but Short the output. Use a Rogowski Coil across the short
on the breaker tester and use a Keysight A 8. Piece of cake. Ohms Law It's all about the load on
the circuit. Buy a watt inverter. Just have a good battery. Last edited: Mar 3, Black Wolf , Mar 2,
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Propper Lug Nut Torque? Post Reply. Has anyone had any experience running an inverter
plugged into their cigarette lighter? My wife is now on oxygen and has a home air condenser
that I would like to haul instead of oxygen bottles but I'm worried about the electrical system
being damaged. TravellingDan , Dec 22, Buy a good one that is rated strong enough and then
some for the condenser and it will not be a problem. We have a Schumacher that has did well
for years. So glad that stage of life x3 is over!! Black , Dec 22, Thanks for the info! The plug in to
cigarette lighter type are usually fairly light duty. I wouldn't worry about your electrical system
of the vehicle, but more if it would be adequate to your need. Trooper2 , Dec 22, Wallygator likes
this. How big of an inverter are you looking to put in and how much power does the air
condenser draw? I have two W inverters I've used in my truck on all my 12v outlets. I think my
cigarette outlets say to not exceed that. I mainly use them to charge my laptop or portable
speaker. I hardwired a W harbor freight inverter to my battery years ago and that worked
terribly, wouldn't recommend going to harbor freight for inverters Can you post the nameplate
of the condenser you're wife is using? JimboSlice , Dec 22, Good info. Thanks guys.
Canoworms in Cali , Dec 24, Thanks for all of the great info everyone. JimboSlice, my wife is
getting a portable unit so I don't have to worry about the big concentrator any more - whew.
Take care. TravellingDan , Jan 8, Show Ignored Content. Chains of Tyranny. Viair 88P Portable
Air Compressor. Username or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an
account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Discussion in ' 3rd Gen Tundras '
started by too tall , Jan 23, Log in or Sign up. Toyota Tundra Forum. Welcome to Tundras. You
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Quick Links: Toolbox with rail system? Noisy bed rattle. Power inverters - good bad the ugly?
Post Reply. Joined: May 19, Member: Messages: I've got some truck camping dates upcoming
and want to be able to boil water with a electric kettle. Is that a reasonable thing to do using a
power inverter or asking too much? Depends on the inverter. Do you already have on or are you
looking to buy one? Looking to buy. My wife's 4Runner has this ability built in, pretty nice thing
to have. You can buy inverters based on the output your looking to get. You'd need a pretty big
one for using an electric kettle. Here's one with an watt rating for pretty cheap. There are a lot a
cheap power inverters out there. It's not only about wattage output. Of course you want your
inverter to handle the current draw for everything that is going to load it down. Make sure you
read the mfr specs. Do a comparison between the different brands. Think Prepping. Black Wolf ,
Jan 23, I think the inverter is the only thing I miss about my Tacoma. I have been wanting to wire
one up in the tool box of my tundra though. D , Jan 23, TruckyTruck likes this. Fool proof vegan
inverter:. AnonVet , landphil , ColoradoTJ and 4 others like this. You could do it, but there are
really better ways to boil water. This is what I use. Big problem is the amps inverters pull.
Higher the wattage the bigger the pull on amps. In turn the alternator has to keep up with battery
discharge , vehicle power and now inverter draw. Like matluth said you run into how clean the
sign wave is coming out and everything else. I could write a 3 page report for you but on
Tapatalk no thanks. If you want to use a kettle for hot water they make 12v kettles last time I
checked. Mike , Jan 23, But don't know shit about distortion or clean waves. I agree with Bob
and Matt. Taxing your electrical system for boiled water isn't my cup of tea pun not intended.
BlueFalconActual , Jan 23, FlashCulprit , Jan 23, MSR also makes really reliable backpacking
versions if you're looking for something compact. I use the Whisperlite International for long
trips backpacking. D likes this. Black Wolf , TruckyTruck and D like this. TruckyTruck , Jan 23,
I'm not sure about the Taco, but with the factory inverter option on the Tundra 2nd gen I seem to
recall it being rated at W. I'm guessing the Taco used the same parts. Now wi
youtube cigar
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th a dedicated Deep-cycle battery and a very short cable run from the battery to the inverter it
seems to me that 5 - watts would be more than realistic. Just plug the expected draw into this
off-the-hip formula. So at watts, you're looking at around 50 Amps. Also note that most inverters
are rated for max draw. So don't expect to pull sustained watts out of an inverter rated at watts.
Plug your numbers into this wire size calculator to determine what size wires you should run.
For boiling water, I would not be using anything electric. ColoradoTJ , Jan 23, You could always
get this A alternator to go with your inverter. I might actually get this myself. Thanks y'all set me
straight. I'm what you call a glamperaholic i carry a full sized stove, a full sized bbq, a fridge, on
board hot water, a coffee maker and a microwave. Show Ignored Content. All Categories.
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